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Abstract

The thesis investigates the least squares (LS) identification based adap-
tive control algorithm from implementation aspects. Possibility of imple-
menting the algorithm in the situation with large measurement noise and
relatively high order model is discussed. Issues as parameters tracking
and insufficient excitation make the task even more challenging. The the-
sis analyse both two implementation solution methods: recursive least
squares (RLS) and batched least squares identification algorithms. Ad-
vantages and drawbacks of both solutions are compared by experiments.
The comparison between discrete and continuous model is another im-
portant issue discussed. For both recursive and batched implementation
structures, the adaptive LQG controller design is integrated to accom-
plish closed-loop adaptive control systems. With support of methods
and designs as GPMF low-pass filter, exponential forgetting factor, con-
stant trace, numerical integration, estimation evaluation, and so forth,
the closed-loop adaptive control systems achieves improvement in noise
resistance and numerical robustness.
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1 Introduction

Some industrial control targets, such as power plants or wind turbines, could
contain complicated dynamics. It could be hard to model these systems accu-
rately purely according to theoretical data and physics. For some systems, the
model may be time-varying due to unpredictable factors, like environment tem-
perature or setpoint change. Therefore, it is desirable to control these systems
adaptively, or in other words, execute system identification and controller design
on-line according to real time measurements. Such technology can significantly
reduce the maintenance costs due to frequent off-line identification experiments
and controller tuning.

The field of adaptive control has been developing for several decades. A num-
ber of algorithms and methods have been suggested. Among these methods, the
least squares identification based method represents a group of fundamental and
well-developed solutions. Based on this method, a number of algorithms have
been developed to improve the performance and stability in various scenarios.
In order to investigate the performance and behaviour of adaptive control, it is
desirable to have a simulation system, by which different scenarios and imple-
mentation issues can be tested. Therefore, this thesis firstly analyses existing
theory and some algorithms of adaptive control systems. Once the theoretical
understanding is established, it mainly focus on integrating and implementation
issues of these theory and algorithms. Then a Matlab based software platform
is developed to simulate the real-time application in different scenarios. A 4th
order single-input-single-output (SISO) linear time varying system, which has
high order compared to most experiments presented in publications, is used in
discussion and experiments. This thesis integrate several existing algorithms
and improve there performance by incorporating prior knowledge of the par-
ticular application and overall design of the system. A challenging goal is also
achieved to handle noise-contaminated measurements with the signal noise ratio
(SNR) 100.

1.1 Problem Formulation

In Åström and Wittenmark’s book [1], the adaptive control problem is defined
as a controller with adjustable parameters and a mechanism for adjusting the
parameters. An adaptive control system contains following phases:

1. System Identification. The parameterization of the controlled process is
estimated. For a black-box identification task, it usually contains two
steps: detection of the system structure and estimation of parameters. In
this thesis, only greybox linear models are considered. Therefore, the order
and structure of the model is already known. The system identification
phase only contains estimation of determined number of parameters.

2. Controller Design. A suitable control law is found to achieve desirable
closed-loop behaviour. The design can be made based on the explicit re-
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sults of the first phase. In other words, the controller is designed according
to a set of parameters obtained from the system identification phase. This
kind of implementation is called indirect adaptive control, which is used
in this thesis.

3. Controller implementation. The obtained closed-loop adaptive control
system is nonlinear and complex. Many practical issues could occur in
this phase. Some of them will be discussed and tested in the thesis.

1.1.1 Grey-Box Model

In this thesis, we focus on one particular model structure. It is given in the
transfer function form

G(s) =
K

(T1s+ 1)(T2s+ 1) · · · (Tns+ 1)
(1)

It is a nth order linear model. Its dynamic is characterized by n real time
constants Tn and the static gain K. Adaptive control algorithms will be applied
to this system, or its discrete-time correspondence, to achieve good closed-loop
performance.

1.1.2 Least Squares Estimation

Among key steps of adaptive control, the system identification plays the most
critical and challenging role. In this thesis , the Least squares method (LS) is
used for identification of the dynamic system. The general theory is introduced
in this section. Consider a SISO discrete-time nth order linear system which is
described by the difference equation model

y(k) =
A(q)

B(q)
u(k) (2)

where q represents the forward shift operator and A(q) and B(q) are polynomials
in the form

A(q) = qn + a1q
n−1 + a2q

n−2 + ...+ an
B(q) = b0q

m + b1q
m−1 + b2q

m−2 + ...+ bm
(3)

Notice that m represents the number of discrete time zeros. For a causal system,
m ≤ n always holds. Therefore, equation (2) can be rewritten as

y(k) + a1y(k − 1) + ...+ any(k − n) = b0u(k +m− n) + ...+ bm (4)

Assume that input u(1), u(2), ..., u(k) is fed into the system and output mea-
surements z(1), z(2), ..., z(k) are obtained. The simple measurement model is
used.

z(k) = y(k) + e(k)

where e is the noise model with 0 mean and y represents the ’true’ output. For
the system to be identified, the system structure is given by the number of m
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and n. And the dynamic is determined by coefficients of polynomial A(q) and
B(q). In order to estimate these coefficients, parametrize the model described
by (4) as

z(k) ≈ −a1z(k − 1)− ...− anz(k − n)

+ b0u(k +m− n) + b1u(k +m− n− 1) + ...+ bmu(k − n)

= ϕT (k − 1)θ̂(k) (5)

where
θ̂(k) = [a1, ..., an, b0, ..., bm]T

is the estimated parameters, and

ϕT (k−1) = [−z(k−1), ...,−z(k−n), u(k+m−n), u(k+m−n−1), ..., u(k−n)]

is called regression vector. The sign ’≈’ is used since the measurement is noisy.
The order of elements in θ̂(k) and ϕT (k − 1) is arbitrary as long as they match
each other as in the equation(5). In this report, we use time descending order
to arrange ϕT (k − 1). So the latest sample goes to the head of the output and
input sequence respectively.

The estimation of θ̂(k) can be seen as the solution of the linear equation

ϕT (k−1)θ̂(k) = ẑ(k). One set of input-output data gives one equation like this.
Obviously, in order to obtain a unique solution, at least m+ n+ 1 sets of input
output data should be used to construct the equation in this form. Introduce
notations

Z(k) = [z(2), z(3), ..., z(k)]T

Φ(k − 1) =


ϕT (n)

ϕT (n+ 1)
...

ϕT (k − 1)

 (6)

where z is the record of output measurements and Φ is composed of the record
of regression vectors. Applying the calculation of (5) in the batched form as
(6), we have

Φθ̂ = Z (7)

Theoretically, it needs m + n + 1 independent sets of input-output data to
determine the unique solution. Input sequence that satisfies this condition is
called persistently exciting. Notice that Φ and Z are typically obtained from
the sampling of continuous process. It means the changing of z could be smooth
and small for a short period of time. The consequence is the linear equation (7)
becomes ill-conditioned and solution is sensitive to noise when the data is from
a short period of time. Therefore, it is necessary to collect much more data
to construct an over determined equation. Solution of this over determined
equation is obtained by the so-called pseudoinverse, since the inverse operation
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is not applicable to Φ which is not a square matrix. Multiplying (ΦTΦ)−1ΦT

to both side of (7) gives the estimation of θ

θ̂ = (ΦTΦ)−1ΦTZ (8)

The name of least squares comes from the other interpretation of the al-
gorithm, which also helps to understand the fact that equation (8) gives the
optimal estimation of θ. Introduce the residuals vector

E = [ε(1), ε(2), ..., ε(k)]

The vector is defined as

E = Z − Ŷ = Z − Φθ
ε(i) = z(i)− ŷ(i) = z(i)− ϕT (i)θ, i = 1, 2, ..., k

(9)

where ŷ = ϕT (i)θ is called estimated output. The optimization problem can be
formulated as determining the parameters that minimize residuals. Construct
the quadratic cost function

V (θ) = 1
2

∑k
i=1(z(i)− ϕT (i)θ)2

V (θ) = 1
2 = ETE = (Z − Φθ)T (Z − Φθ)

(10)

The minimum with respect to θ is found as

θ∗ = (ΦTΦ)−1ΦTZ

Then the optimal solution θ∗ is served as the estimation of parameters θ̂. The
result is consistent with the linear equation interpretation.

1.1.3 Closed Loop Implementation Structure

The adaptive control system is obtained by implementing the LS estimation in
a closed-loop control system, where the controller is repeatedly re-designed ac-
cording to results of the LS estimation. In this thesis, we select indirect adaptive
control for its clear structure. It is called indirect because the controller is de-
signed explicitly based on the identification result, instead of directly estimated
by the LS identification together with the process parameters. Therefore, the
general structure of the indirect adaptive control system is presented as Figure
1.
As shown in the figure, the structure can be seen as a typical control loop with
two extra blocks which are marked as blue in the figure. r(t) refers to the refer-
ence signal. The control signal u(t) is calculated based on the filtered reference
and feedback. Measurement is obtained from output y(t) and contaminated by
noise e(t). The system identification operates the LS algorithm over input (con-
trol signal u(t)) and output data (measurements z(t)) to estimate parameters
set θ. According to θ, the adaptive controller design block makes adjustment
to parameters of the controller. Sampled data is usually used in real-time ap-
plications. This could bring about lots of issues as parameterization structure,
controller implementation, the sampling interval, and synchronization of input-
output data.
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Figure 1: The general structure of closed loop adaptive control implementation

1.2 Related Work and Main Contributions

Typically, the most straightforward real-time implementation of LS system
identification is the recursive least squares estimation (RLS) as presented in the
book of Karl Astrom and Bjorn Wittenmark [1]. In standard RLS algorithm,
the process model is parameterized in the discrete domain. Then parameters are
estimated by the prediction error method [5]. Parameters tracking problem can
be conveniently solved under this structure. Related studies is presented in [7].
However some drawbacks of discrete-time model are noticed. These drawback
are mainly related to sampling time. Large sampling time obviously means loss
of information. While small sampling time will cause numerical problem since
the discrete poles would be located in a very small area close to the unit circle
[3]. As an alternative way, continuous-model estimation is studied. [6] gives
a good review of some early works on this topic. The continuous model leads
to the problem that how to approximate derivative terms in the differential
equation. Various solutions are presented in [8][9]. LQG control methods are
successfully implemented for the adaptive control design. Basic theory of LQG
controller and its adaptive implementation is well-developed in [13][14][15]

This thesis implements discrete-time system identification in RLS structure
and the continuous-time system identification in batched structure. Based on
the related work mentioned above, the thesis integrates solutions and algorithms
for different implementation issues in an united simulation framework. Com-
pared with the basic algorithm, the resulting simulation framework manages
to improve the noise resistance and numerical robustness. More importantly,
some implementation issues, such as the parameterization, low-pass filter design,
tuning of design parameters, and initial state issue, are discussed by means of
simulation experiments. These conclusions are believed to be important for
further industrial development and applications.
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1.3 Thesis Outline

Since the system identification plays an central role in the structure of adap-
tive control, general theory and several implementations of it are discussed in
section 2 and section 3. In section 2, the LS parameters estimation of discrete-
time model is implemented in the recursive structure. A different solution,
batched structure based on continuous-time model, is investigated in section 3.
Comparison of these two algorithms is also given in this section. Once the sys-
tem identification algorithms are implemented, adaptive LQG controller design
is studied in section 4. The complete closed-loop adaptive control system is
presented. Performance are tested in several experiments.
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2 Recursive Least Squares (RLS) Identification
System Design

For most real-time application, implementing the LS identification algorithm
in a recursive way has many advantages. For example, it has a simple structure
which is suitable for on-line application. In this section, we firstly presents a
reduced parameterization method which incorporates prior knowledge of our
particular system and largely improve the performance. Then the basic RLS
algorithm and relevant implementation issues are introduced from 2.2 to 2.6.
In 2.7, we integrate methods and algorithms discussed before and presents the
final design of our RLS identification system.

2.1 Parameterization and Parameters Reduction

Consider our process model

G(s) =
K

(T1s+ 1)(T2s+ 1) · · · (Tns+ 1)
(11)

The model has n stable and real poles and no zeros. It is clear that the system
is characterized by n+ 1 parameters, which are T1, · · · , Tn,K. (The order n is
fixed and known in a grey-box problem.) Since the recursive algorithm is based
on the discrete-time model. The continuous-time model is sampled with the
bilinear transform, which is given as

s→ 2

Ts

z − 1

z + 1

where Ts is the sampling interval. Applying the relation to G(s), the discrete-
time model is given by the transfer function

G(z) =
KTns (z + 1)n

(2T1(z − 1) + Ts(z + 1)) · · · (2Tn(z − 1) + Ts(z + 1))
(12)

=
b0z

n + b1z
n−1 + · · ·+ bn

zn + a1zn−1 + · · ·+ an
(13)

where (13) corresponds to the standard linear parameterization. Notice that
(13) contains 2n + 1 parameters. It means n extra parameters are introduced
due to the discretizaiton. The complexity of the system identification is then
increased since more parameters need to estimate.

However, it turns out that some of the 2n+1 parameters are not independent.
Comparing (12) and (13), we notice that nominator parameters b0, · · · , bn in
(13) are generated by spanning the term KTns (z + 1)n in (12). Thus these
parameters are all related to n zeros in −1. Moreover, it can be noticed that
the n zeros in −1 are irrelevant to the process dynamic. In other words, as long
as the process has the particular structure (which has real poles and no zeros),
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there will always be n zeros in −1 after bilinear transform. We can conclude
that nominator parameters in (13) are dependent on each other. And b0, · · · , bn
are given by coefficients of span of polynomial

KTns
(2T1 + Ts)(2T2 + Ts) · · · (2Tn + Ts)

(z + 1)n (14)

Therefore, for our particular process model structure, the number of parame-
ters can be reduced by incorporating the prior information. From (12), we can
have the reduced parameterization

G(z) =
b0(z + 1)n

zn + a1zn−1 + · · ·+ an
(15)

where b0 =
KTn

s

(2T1+Ts)(2T2+Ts)···(2Tn+Ts)
, and a1, · · · , an are coefficients of the span

of the polynomial 1
(2T1+Ts)(2T2+Ts)···(2Tn+Ts)

(2T1(z−1) +Ts(z+ 1)) · · · (2Tn(z−
1) + Ts(z + 1)). It has the difference equation form

y(k) + a1y(k − 1) + ...+ any(k − n) = b0N(q)u(k) (16)

where polynomial operator N(q) = (1 + q)n.

Then we have the reduced regression model

y(k) = −a1y(k − 1)− ...− any(k − n) + +b0ū(k)

= ϕT (k − 1)θ(k) (17)

where

ū(k) = N(q)u(k)

θ(k) = [a1, ..., an, b0]T

ϕT (k − 1) = [−y(k − 1), ...,−y(k − n), ū(k)]

The number of parameters we have is reduced to n + 1, which is the same
as its continuous-time correspondence. The polynomial operator N(q) can be
easily implemented as a standard FIR filter. Henceforth, this reduced parame-
terization will be used in the thesis.

2.2 Basic RLS Algorithm

The basic idea of recursive implementation is obtaining estimation at time t
by adjusting the estimation at previous time step t − Ts. The adjustment is
decided by the prediction error method. In this method, a prediction is firstly
made according to the estimation in the previous step. Comparing this predic-
tion with the measurement, an error is obtained. This error implies that the
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estimated model has deviation from the true process. Then adjustment the pre-
vious estimation is made to eliminate this error. By the prediction error method,
the LS algorithm introduced in Section 1.2 is converted into the recursive form.
The prediction error method has the form

θ̂(k) = θ̂(k − 1) + ∆θ(k)

where ∆θ(k) is calculated according to the new measurement z(k) and old input
output data which are compacted in regression vectors. In order to rewrite the
LS algorithm (8) in a recursive way, introduce P (k) defined as

P−1(k) = ΦT (k)Φ(k) =

k∑
i=1

ϕ(i)ϕT (i) (18)

Rewrite (18) recursively

P−1(k) =

k−1∑
i=1

ϕ(i)ϕT (i) + ϕ(k)ϕT (k)

= P−1(k − 1) + ϕ(k)ϕT (k) (19)

Insert (19) into (8)

θ̂(k) = (ΦT (k)Φ(k))−1ΦT (k)Z(k)

= P (k)ΦT (k)Z(k)

= P (k)(

k∑
i=1

ϕ(i)z(i))

= P (k)(

k−1∑
i=1

ϕ(i)z(i) + ϕ(k)z(k))

= P (k)(Φ(k − 1)Z(k − 1) + ϕ(k)z(k)) (20)

Eliminate P (k) from the right hand side of (8)

Φ(k)Z(k) = P−1(k)θ̂(k)

Thus, it gives

Φ(k − 1)Z(k − 1) =

k−1∑
i=1

ϕ(i)z(i)

= P−1(k − 1)θ̂(k − 1)

= (P−1(k)− ϕ(k)ϕ−T (k))θ̂(k − 1)

= P−1(k)θ̂(k − 1)− ϕ(k)ϕ−T (k)θ̂(k − 1) (21)
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Insert (21) into (20), the estimation can be written as

θ̂(k) = θ̂(k − 1)− P (k)ϕ(k)ϕ−T (k)θ̂(k − 1) + P (k)ϕ(k)z(k)

= θ̂(k − 1) + P (k)ϕ(k)(z(k)− ϕ−T (k)θ̂(k − 1))

= θ̂(k − 1) + P (k)ϕ(k)(z(k)− ŷ(k)) (22)

The algorithm is already in the recursive form. One problem remains is the
updating of P (k). Recall (18), the recursive updating is calculated over P−1(k).
The updating of P (k) would involve matrix inverse operation, which is compu-
tationally complex. In order to simplify the updating, introduce the matrix
inversion lemma [1].

Lemma 2.1 Let A, C, and C−1 + DA−1B be nonsingular square matrices.
Then A+BCD is invertible, and

(A+BCD)−1 = A−1 −A−1B(C−1 +DA−1B)−1DA−1 (23)

Applying lemma 2.1 to (19), the updating of P (k) becomes

P (k) = (ΦT (k)Φ(k))−1

= (P (k − 1)−1 + ϕ(k)ϕ−1(k))−1

= P (k − 1)− P (k − 1)ϕ(k)(I + ϕT (k)P (k − 1)ϕ(k))−1ϕT (k)P (k − 1)
(24)

Notice that the inversion operation is over the term I + ϕT (k)P (k − 1)ϕ(k).
Assuming a SISO nth order strictly proper discrete system, it would have n
parameters for denominators and n + 1 for nominators. The regression vector
ϕ will be (2n + 1) × 1 dimensional, and P (k − 1) will be (2n + 1) × (2n+ 1).
Therefore, the term I + ϕT (k)P (k − 1)ϕ(k) is actually a scalar. Consequently,
the matrix inversion lemma eliminate the matrix inversion problem for a SISO
system identification. Introduce the matrix K(k) as the estimation gain, the
Recursive Least Squares estimation (RLS) is given as
Theorem 2.1

θ̂(k) = θ̂(k − 1) +K(k)(z(k)− ϕT (k)θ̂(k − 1)) (25)

= θ̂(k − 1) +K(k)(z(k)− ŷ(k)) (26)

K(t) = P (k)ϕ(k) = P (k − 1)ϕ(k)(I + ϕT (k)P (k − 1)ϕ(k))−1 (27)

P (k) = P (k − 1)− P (k − 1)ϕ(k)(I + ϕTP (t− 1)ϕ(k))−1ϕT (k)P (t− 1) (28)

= (I −K(k)ϕT (k))P (k − 1) (29)

In (22) and Theorem 2.2, the notation ŷ(k) is introduced as the estimated
output, which means the output predicted by the regression vector and the
estimation of previous step ŷ(k) = ϕ−T (k)θ̂(k− 1). The term z(k)− ŷ(k) refers
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to the deviation between the measurement and prediction. This deviation, or
residual, serves as the scale of the recursive adjustment ∆θ. The direction of
∆θ is determined by the term P (k)ϕ(k). It is easy to notice that this form
resembles to the standard form of Kalman filter. As mentioned in (2), the LS
estimation is equivalent to a Kalman filter designed for the process

θ(k + 1) = θ(k) (30)

z(t) = ϕT θ(k) + e(k) (31)

2.3 Initialization of P

The matrix P needs to be initialized when the RLS algorithm starts. Since
P (k) is defined as (ΦT (k)Φ(k))−1, it can be seen as a matrix keeping historical
information of input-output sequence. Therefore, one straightforward initial-
ization of P contains following steps: 1)Running the system in open loop for a
certain length of sequence k0; 2)collecting input-output information and com-
pact them in Φ(k0); 3)initialize P0 = (ΦT (k0)Φ(k0))−1. Notice that k0 should
be chosen long enough to make sure ΦT (k0)Φ(k0) is nonsingular. Theoretically,
for a nth order system, (ΦT (k0)Φ(k0))−1 is always singular when k0 < n.

In this situation, the system needs to run without adaptive control for at least
n∗Ts (usually much longer in practice to achieve good numerical properties). In
order to have the adaptive control from the very beginning, another initialization
is considered. Assuming P (0) is initialized by P0 and P−1(k + 1) = P−1(k) +
ϕ(k + 1)ϕT (k + 1), we have

P (1) = (P−10 (k) + ϕ(k + 1)ϕT (k + 1))−1

Thus it gives

P (k) = (P−10 +

k∑
i=1

ϕ(i)ϕT (i))−1

= (P−10 + ΦT (k)Φ(k))−1 (32)

Comparing (32) with (18), it is convenient to choose P0 as diagonal matrix
with all diagonal elements large enough. In principal, P (k) can be infinitely
close to the real value ΦT (k)Φ(k) as P0 are chosen infinitely large. However,
larger elements in P0 give faster convergence since it usually leads to a large
estimation gain K. But it is risky to have too fast convergence before enough
information has been collected in the beginning. The consequence could be
drastic fluctuation. Thus a good balance between accuracy and stability is
ought to be found.

2.4 Parameters Tracking

In industrial applications, the model of controlled system could have time
varying parameters due to the variation of temperature, rotation speed, or grid
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load. Adaptive control is desirable to handle these problems. In a time-varying
system application, the LS squares parameters estimation needs to track the
time-varying parameters. The RLS algorithm has its advantage to deal with
the tracking problem due to its prediction error nature. However, P contains
all historical information collected from the beginning of the operation. Those
old input-output pairs do not fit the new dynamic after parameters changing.
Always taking these old information into account is useless and even harmful to
accuracy and convergence. Therefore, the key to tracking time-varying param-
eters is to properly ’forget’ old information. According to the characteristic of
parameters changing, the time varying is summarized into two modes, abruptly
changing and continuously changing.

2.4.1 Abruptly changing parameters

In this case, parameters keeps constant for relatively long before it jumps to a
different value abruptly. To deal with this step-like parameters changing, the
RLS estimation need to converge to the new value fast enough, but historical
information within P will prevent the convergence. A straight forward solution
is simply reset P (k) = P0 when the changing happens. P0 is typically a diagonal
matrix with large diagonals. This ’large’ P will give a large estimation gain K
which means high speed convergence of estimation. This method will work
since it is equivalent to start another identification task in constant parameters
estimation case. The challenge here is how to detect the changing. Various
ways has been suggested. The most simple and effective one is by checking the
residual between prediction and measurement. The residual r(k) is given by

r(k) = z(k)− ŷ(k) = z(k)− ϕT (k)θ̂(k) (33)

Assuming the algorithm can converge to the correct estimation θ̂ before changing
happens, the residual should be small since ŷ(k) ≈ y(k) when θ̂ = θ. The
only deviation comes from the measurement noise. When parameters jumps
to different values, this residual inflates immediately, since the prediction is
made from wrong (old) parameters. Then, a proper threshold should be found
to trigger the resetting of P . The value of the threshold is also easy to find
according to the covariance of measurement noise. Another commonly used
method is resetting P periodically without detecting changes. This method is
not suitable for applications with large measurement noise, since the resetting
could causes peaks in estimation due to measurement noise.

2.4.2 Continuously changing parameters

In the other case, parameters vary continuously and smoothly. The old esti-
mation would be always different from the current dynamic. Then it is logical
to think that samples collected long ago should not have any relation with the
recent system dynamic. Therefore, the solution for this situation is making
the algorithm gradually forget the past. In other words, older samples play
a less significant role than new samples. The standard exponential forgetting
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factor method is given in [1][16]. The idea is introducing a scalar number as the
forgetting factor λ and modifying the lost function (10) as

V (θ) =
1

2

k∑
i=1

λk−i(z(i)− ϕT (i)θ)2, 0 < λ < 1 (34)

The term λk−i serves as a weighting operation which give larger weight to more
recent data. Calculate the optimal solution from this modified criterion and
repeat the procedure to rewrite it in recursive form. RLS with exponential
forgetting factor is obtained.
Theorem 2.2

θ̂(k) = θ̂(k − 1) +K(k)(z(k)− ϕT (k)θ̂(k − 1)) (35)

K(t) = P (k)ϕ(k) = P (k − 1)ϕ(k)(λI + ϕT (k)P (k − 1)ϕ(k))−1 (36)

P (k) = (I −K(k)ϕT (k))P (k − 1)/λ (37)

2.4.3 Estimation Windup

Estimation windup is an important implementation issue of parameters esti-
mation. The concrete discussion and examples can be found in [1]. The basic
theory is introduced as following. Notice the updating equation of P (k) in The-
orem 2.2, the nominator term (I −K(k)ϕT (k))P (k− 1) tends to decrease scale
of P after each updating. The denominator 1

λ , in the other hands, exponen-
tially grows P (k) when λ < 0. Consequently, the scale of P is in a dynamic
balancing between the effect of these two terms. When the system is persistent
excited and enough information can be obtained, P will keep decreasing. It is
reasonable since smaller updating step is needed when θ̂ gets close to θ. How-
ever, if the decreasing effect is not strong enough or even disappear, which often
comes along with the slowly changing or constant input, P will keeps inflate.
Since P = (ΦTΦ)−1, un-boundedly growing P means ΦTΦ is close to singular.
Thus the forgetting factor will results in ill-conditioned computing when the
input is not sufficiently excited. Unfortunately, for a practical control system,
it is common condition that the input and output keeps constant or changing
slowly. As the result, an unreasonably large P will appear after the input signal
keeping constant for a while. This monstrous P means an extremely sensitive
estimation. With is sensitivity, θ̂ will go crazily due to random deviation and
measurement noise or simply overflowing of the calculation. Following analysis
is given when the regression vector keeps constant as ϕ0 to show how P grows.
The inverse of P is given by

P−1(k + 1) = λkP−10 +

k∑
i=1

λk−iϕ0ϕ
T
0

Applying the matrix inverse lemma, we have

P (k + 1) =
1

λk

(
P0 −

P0ϕ0ϕ
T
0 P0

α(k) + ϕ0P0ϕT0

)
(38)
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where

α(k) =
λk(1− λ)

1− λ
When k →∞, we have 1

λk →∞ and limk→∞ α(k) = 0. Thus,

P (k + 1)→∞

In [1], several ways to avoid estimation windup are suggested. Among them,
the method called constant-trace algorithm is implemented. The idea of the
algorithm is to bound the scale of matrix P in a certain range which is neither
too big to cause windup, nor too small to lose convergence speed. The bounding
is done in such a way that P keeps its trace constant after each updating. Giving
the algorithm as following.
Theorem 2.3 Constant-Trace RLS

θ̂(k) = θ̂(k − 1) +K(k)(z(k)− ϕT (k)θ̂(k − 1)) (39)

K(t) = P (k)ϕ(k) = P (k − 1)ϕ(k)(λI + ϕT (k)P (k − 1)ϕ(k))−1 (40)

P (k) = (I −K(k)ϕT (k))P (k − 1)/λ (41)

P (k) := c1
P (k)

trace(P (k))
+ c2I (42)

The first three steps are identical to the standard RLS with exponential forget-
ting factor where λ is still the forgetting factor between 0 and 1. The fourth
step keeps the trace of P equal to c1. It is additionally refined by another factor
c2 which helps to improve the numerical performance. c1 and c2 are design-
ing parameters. c1 is usually a large number which determined by the scale of
P needed. It should be chosen big enough to maintain enough sensitivity to
parameters changing.

Notice that after rescaling by c1, P does not strictly equals to (ΦTΦ)−1 as
indicated by the basic theory. The consequence of using this rescaled P in next
step is that the positive definiteness might not be preserved after (41). And
this could leads to unstable estimation or even completely failure. In order to
fix this problem, c2 is used to add a small positive matrix to P . However, how
large c2 should be is dependent on the input signal. Experiments indicates that
input signal with larger constant bias needs larger c2. Hence, it is necessary to
tune c2 when the input signal is changed.

However, repeatedly tuning of c2 is against the basic idea of adaptive control
system. Therefore, a method to tune c2 on-line is designed. The method is used
after (42). Procedures of the method is given as the On-Tuning Algorithm:

1. Check the positive definiteness. The minimum eigenvalue of P is checked.
If it is positive, then P is positive definite and go to 4.

2. P (k) := P (k) + c2I
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3. Return to 1

4. Exit

In this method, positive definiteness of P is examined. If it is not positive
definite, a small positive matrix c2I is repeatedly added to P until it passes
the positive definiteness check. See Experiment 3 in the later section for more
detail.

2.4.4 Combined Methods

For some practical applications, it is required that both the abruptly and con-
tinuously changing can be tracked by one system. Then this application should
have advantages of both methods. It should forget old data gradually with a
proper rate in most time to track possible continuously parameters changing.
Meanwhile, it should be able to detect the happening of abrupt change, and
abandon all old information restored in P by resetting it to a proper initial
state.

Hence, a combined method is proposed in the thesis. 1)the basic structure
is the same as constant trace method; 2)the algorithm keeps detect abrupt
changing in the meantime; 3)if the abrupt changing detection is triggered, P
matrix is reset to a scaled identity matrix. Define the operation Trace(. . .)
calculates the trace of a matrix. The algorithm is given as following:

Algorithm of Parameters Tracking

1. Initialization of matrix P , estimation gain vector K, and θ̂

2. Collect measurements and input data and construct regression vector ϕk

3. Update matrix P and estimation gain vector K

K(k) = P (k)ϕ(k) = P (k − 1)ϕ(k)(λI + ϕT (k)P (k − 1)ϕ(k))−1

P (k) = (I −K(k)ϕT (k))P (k − 1)/λ

4. Rescale P (k) by constant trace method

P (k) := c1
P (k)

trace(P (k))
+ c2I

5. Check and fix the positive definiteness of P (k) by the on-line tuning algo-
rithm introduced in 2.4.3.

6. Calculate the residual by comparing the measurement and estimated out-
put.

d(k) = z(k)− ϕT (k)θ̂(k − 1)
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7. Modify parameters estimation.

θ̂(k) = θ̂(k − 1) +K(k)d(k))

8. Check the scale of residual d(k). If |d(k)| > threshold, goto 8, else return
to 2

9. Abrupt changing is detected, reset P by

P (k) = Preset

10. Return to 2

where Preset is the resetting of P when the abrupt changing is detected. c1 and
c2 is design parameters of constant trace algorithm. λ is the forgetting factor
as before.

There is no analytical methods suggested in this report to calculate optimal
values for Preset, λ, and c1, c2. Suitable values are highly dependent on the
specific application and performance requirement. But some basic rules could
be helpful.

1. Preset should be much smaller than the normal value of P (k), since all old
information is abandoned and there is no enough new data collected to
give valid estimation. Make Preset small to maintain a low sensitivity and
slow convergence speed for a short period. A number of iterations later,
P (k) will grows to its normal scale and the necessary convergence speed
is recovered by the forgetting effect. Recalling 32, we have concluded that
the initial value of Pk will influence the accuracy after updating in future,
especially when the initial value is small. However, with implementation
of the forgetting factor, the influence of the initial value will exponentially
decay. Thus, there is no need to consider the accuracy issue when we
choose Preset

2. Small λ means faster forgetting. Thus it is better to have a small λ when
the possible continuous changing is fast or requirement of convergence
speed is critical. However, strong forgetting means information used for
estimation is limited. The consequence is the noise sensitivity. Balance
should be found between convergence speed and noise resistance.

3. c1 is the upper bound of scale of P (k). It directly affect the convergence
speed. Larger c1 means faster convergence. c2 is typically a very small
number compared with c1. c2 can be used to adjust the numerical per-
formance. The algorithm becomes sensitive and fast when c2 is close to
zero. However too small c2 will make the system unstable. Still a trade-off
should be considered here.
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So far, we have the identification algorithm that is effective to track any
type of time-varying parameters. Another critical issue for this thesis is the
algorithm’s noise resistance. Unfortunately, this system design is extremely
sensitive to measurement noise. The impact of measurement noise can be seen
from the example as follows.

Example 1: Estimation performance of the combined method The
process model is a linear time variant 4th order system. Its parameter trajectory
is bounded by two LTI systems. There transfer function have the same structure:

G1(s) =
K1

(T11s+ 1)(T12s+ 1)(T13s+ 1)(T14s+ 1)

and

G2(s) =
K2

(T21s+ 1)(T22s+ 1)(T23s+ 1)(T24s+ 1)

where values of parameters are given by the table below. Systems are discretized

Table 1: Process model parameters

G1(s) K1 T11 T12 T13 T14
1 5 7 11 13

G2(s) K2 T21 T22 T23 T24
1.2 3.5 4.9 7.7 9.1

with bilinear transform for digital simulation. Discrete-time parameters of the
process model switches between Gd1 and Gd2, which are correspondences of
G1 and G2 in discrete domain. Both abruptly and continuously changing are
simulated. The continuous changing is defined by section of sinusoidal curve.

Input of the system is the zero mean square wave with unit magnitude
and period of 500 sec. Values of design parameters are also given in table.

Table 2: Design parameters

P0 λ c1 c2
1× 102I 0.6 1× 109 1× 10−2

Figure 2 presents the estimation of the first denominator parameters a1.
Estimation of other parameters has similar performance. The experiment is
repeated in different noise levels.
Left figure is the noise clean estimation. Parameters tracking gives good per-
formance. However, when a very tiny zero mean white noise is added to mea-
surements, the estimation quality decays immediately. Larger noise even result
in unstable estimation
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Figure 2: Estimation of a1

2.5 Persistent Excitation

Recall the basic LS estimation solution given by (8). It can be seen that
feasibility and quality of estimation is mainly determined by the numerical per-
formance of matrix inverse operation (ΦTΦ)−1. Clearly, the matrix ΦTΦ should
be full rank. This condition is introduced as persistent excitation [1]. Input sig-
nal that fulfils this condition is persistent exciting. Rewrite the matrix ΦTΦ
as

ΦT (k)Φ(k) =

k∑
i=1

ϕ(i)ϕT (i)

For a long data sequence, introduce notation C

C = lim
k→∞

1

k
ΦT (k)Φ(k) = lim

k→∞

1

k

k∑
i=1

ϕ(i)ϕT (i)

Matrix C is the covariance of the regression vector. The persistent excitation
condition is held when C is definite positive. For FIR systems, only input
sequence appears in the regression vector. Thus, C is given by the covariance
matrix of input. In an nth order FIR system, if the limit C exists and is positive
definite, then we say that input u(k) is persistently exciting of order n. In the
case of estimating a transfer function model which has poles, however, ϕ is
consisted of both input and output sequences. And they are dependent. The
problem becomes complicated. The consequence is that theoretical properties
of the estimation can be established asymptotically only for large number of
observations [1]. For a adaptive control system, the identification is based on
the closed loop data. It means even stronger dependency between columns in
Φ. The analytical analysis of the exciting condition could be very tricky in this
situation.
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Moreover, the condition only guarantees the existence of LS solution. How-
ever, the numerical properties of the solution needs more consideration. For
most applications of dynamic system identification, the linear equation (8) is
usually badly numerically conditioned (the equation has large condition num-
ber). Although determining if the current input is persistent exciting can be
a hard task, it is possible to tell the numerical performance of the algorithm
according to properties of ΦT (k)Φ(k). The condition number or eigenvalues of
ΦT (k)Φ(k) is a good indicator. An example is given to show the ill-conditioned
problem.

Example 2: Ill-Conditioned Problem of Dynamic System Identifica-
tion Take following system

G(s) =
1

(10s+ 1)4

for example. Assume the sampling time is 1sec and unit square wave with
period of 200sec is applied. The 2-norm condition number calculated by Matlab
is 2.1461 × 104. One consequence of the bad numerical condition is the strong
sensitivity of model parameters to noise. This issue will be discussed later.

2.6 Measurement Noise

As shown in Example 1 and Example 2, current RLS identification is ex-
tremely sensitive to measurement noise. And the estimation windup will make
the problem even worse.

Besides the ill-conditioned problem, the noise sensitivity also results from the
process of parameterization and discretization. Firstly, in order to parameterize
the system in a linear regression structure, poles and the static gain of the system
cannot be estimated directly but are blended in parameters in (4). Poles, which
reflects the dynamic, are roots of the denominator polynomial. Hence, an small
deviation of estimated parameters could lead to completely different roots. The
estimation has to be highly accurate to maintain dynamics. Consequently, even
small noise could be destructive. This also explains the fact that sometimes
estimated parameters that appears close to the true value cannot give correct
dynamics.

Moreover, the discretization makes the situation even more challenging. Con-
sider the mapping from a continuous-time real stable pole pC to its discrete
domain correspondence pD over bilinear transform

pD =
1 + pCTs/2

1− pCTs/2

Assume the sampling time Ts = −pC/10, which is a reasonable choice in most
digital implementation. It can be seen that the corresponding pD is close to
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1. Actually, when small sampling interval is used, all discrete poles would
distribute in a very small area close to 1. It also suggests the estimation should
be accurate to reflect the tiny difference between these discrete poles.

Example 3: Poles of the Sampled System The continuous process is
defined as

G)(s) =
1

(s+ 1)(2s+ 1)(5s+ 1)(7s+ 1)

Discretize the process by bilinear transform with Ts = 0.1sec. Figure 3 shows
the resulted zero-pole distribution in discrete domain.
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Figure 3: The zero-pole plot

From the figure, it is clear to see that all discrete poles distributed in the region
between 0.9 to 1. And there are two poles 0.9858 and 0.9802 even closer. Besides
the accuracy requirement, this kind of distribution makes the estimation and
adaptive control risky, since a slight estimation deviation will results in poles
outside the unit circle.

2.6.1 Regularization

Regularization is commonly used to deal with the sensitivity to disturbance of
ill-conditioned system. It provides a numerically stable solution or its approx-
imation. The idea is to include some extra constrains to the origin problem.
By proper choice of these constrains and their weights in solution, the aug-
mented system becomes stable with respect to disturbance in data sets and its
parameters. Note that the solution given by regularization method is usually an
approximation of the true solution. Bias or deviation is inevitable. The devia-
tion can be relatively small by sophisticatedly designing constrains and weights.
However, knowledge of the system is usually necessary for these designing tasks.
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Most linear problems can be transformed into the problem of solving a system
of linear equations

Ax = b

Considering the equation (7), the LS problem also shares this form. The solution
can be written in an optimization problem form

x∗ = min
x
{‖Ax− b‖22} (43)

Ill-conditioned problem usually suggests that the matrix A is close to singular.
SVD decomposition is a good tool to investigate the numerical property of
matrix A. Use the same system as in example 2. Calculating singular values of
Φ gives

[933.6154, 85.5800, 1.8412, 0.0371, 0.0039]

It is seen that the condition number (ratio between the largest and the smallest
eigenvalues) is approximately 2 × 105. It implies that the LS problem in the
example is ill-conditioned.

Among a number of regularization methods, one commonly used and well
developed method is called Tikhonov regularization [4]. The idea is to modify
the LS criterion as

x∗ = min
x
{‖Ax− b‖22 + λ2‖Lx‖22}

or
x∗ = min

x
{‖Ax− b‖22 + λ2‖L(x− x0)‖22}

where x0 is a desirable approximation of the solution, and λ is the weight given
to the added constraint. L is chosen as the identity matrix in many cases. The
later criterion is called generalized Tikhonov regularization, which requires pri-
ori knowledge of the system as x0. Following example shows the performance
when a typical generalized Tikhonov regularization is implemented. The imple-
mentation is based on the origin LS estimation method introduced in Section
1.2.

Example 4: Regularization The regularization is solved by the Matlab
toolbox Regularization Tools v 4.1 [10]. The system is defined by

G(s) =
1

(2s+ 1)(5s+ 1)(7s+ 1)(11s+ 1)

or its discretization with sampling interval 0.5sec

G(z) =
1.1016× 10−5[0.5(z + 1)]4

z4 − 3.754z3 + 5.2830z2 − 3.304z + 0.7746
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Regularization parameters are designed in the following way

L =


1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1× 105


and

θ0 = [−3.5, 5.0,−3.00, 0.60, 1.1× 10−5]T

. L is chosen that elements in Lθ0 are in the similar scale. This desirable value θ0
corresponds to 30% deviation in the continuous system parameters [T1, ..., T4].
The weight λ is calculated subjecting to the criterion

‖L(x− x0)‖22 ≤ 0.1

The comparison with basic algorithm without regularization is shown in the fol-
lowing table Comparing with the estimation given by the basic algorithm, the

Table 3: Effect of the regularization

True Denominators 1 -3.7536 5.2826 -3.3035 0.7746
Estimation (Basic) 1 -1.9077 0.3943 0.9439 -0.4299
Estimation (Regularization) 1 -3.6151 4.9229 -2.9970 0.6893

implementing of the Tikhonov regularization is obviously helpful to stabilize the
estimation around θ0, which is close to the true value. The estimated dynamic
is represented in the step response as Figure 4.
According to the figure, although the estimation given by regularization algo-
rithm shows more similar dynamic to the true dynamic, it fails to give neither
the correct transient response nor the static gain. A more accurate θ0 and larger
weight would result in better estimation, but it is undesirable for the adaptive
control. Moreover, the generalized regularization is hard to be implemented re-
cursively, especially for changing parameters tracking, due to its requirement of
priori knowledge as L and θ0. Thus, other methods to deal with measurement
noise are considered.

2.6.2 Implementation of Low-pass Filter

Leaving the unpleasant numerical properties of the system alone, in order
to handle the problem caused by noise, applying a low-pass filter to measure-
ments is always a good idea. However, simply using the filtered output data
for identification will include the dynamic of the filter itself into the estimated
model.
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Figure 4: The step response of the estimated and true systems (true system:
blue dash line; estimation with regularization: green dots; naive estimation: red
dots)

Although the regression can be constrained if the parameters of the filter is
known, the complexity is still undesirable. Assume a discrete time low-pass
filter having z-transformation F (z) is implemented to the process described by

Y (z) = G(z)U(z)

where U(z) and Y (z) represents the z-transformation of sampled input and
output signal respectively. G(z) is the transfer function of the process. The
filtered measurement has z-transformation

F (z)Y (z) = F (z)G(z)U(z)

The task is to estimate parameters of G(z). Therefore rewrite the equation as

YF (z) = G(z)UF (z) (44)

where YF (z) = F (z)Y (z) and Uf (z) = F (z)U(z) is clearly the filtered measure-
ment. Note that dynamic G(z) describes the relation between YF (z) and UF (z)
instead of U(z), where Uf (z) is the result from applying the same low-pass filter
to the input sequence. Therefore, we have the input-output relation in difference
equation form

yf (k) + a1yf (k − 1) + ...+ anyf (k − n) = b0uf (k +m− n) + ...+ bm (45)
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where parameters a1, · · · , an and b0, · · · , bm are exactly our target parameters.
In conclusion, in order to estimate the dynamic of the process itself, both input
and output data should be filtered by two identical filters. Notice that the
filtered input signal is not used for control but only system identification. Given
this implementation structure, now the problem is the designing of the filter.

2.6.3 Low-pass Filter Design

The design of the low-pass filter for system identification has been well developed
in many publications. The basic idea is implementing a stable linear filter
whose order is no less than the estimated process model. The designing can
be considered in frequency domain. A good filter should be able to preserve
all information of the dynamic and eliminate as much high frequency noise as
possible. Hence, the cut frequency of the filter is ought to be approximately
equal to the possible highest bandwidth of the process.

As to the choice of the filter structure, there are many suggestions available
in literatures. One simple method, state-variable filter (SVF), is proposed by
Ljung. One widely used special form of it is composed by the cascade of a
number of identical first order filters.

F (s) =

(
Wn

s+Wn

)n
The order n is identical to the order of the estimated process model. The advan-
tage of this method is that it contains only one designing parameter. Wn decides
the cut frequency of the filter. Based on the discussion in previous paragraph,
Wn is given by the largest possible bandwidth of the process. Therefore, the
priori knowledge of the frequency property of the process decides the quality of
the filter design.

Another design method called Generalized Poisson Moment Functionals ap-
proach (GPMF) is proposed by Saha and Rao. The method originates from a
different idea, but it presents similar structure as SVF.

F (s) =

(
Wn

s+Wn

)n+1

The only difference is that it has one higher order. The performance of both
two methods will be compared in the experiment later.

2.6.4 Comparison between Different Design Methods

Considering the digital implementation of the filter, the initial value of its
states would be an issue. It is feasible to estimate the initial value by an extra
estimator. But this will largely increase the computational complexity. How-
ever, if the system and the filter is stable, the influence of initial values will
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exponentially decay. The experiment also implies that it is possible to neglect
the initial states in implementation. The filter is designed in continuous-time
and discretized with bilinear transform before implementation. Which filter
structure to choose is an open problem related to the specific application. As to
this thesis, the comparison between different filter design methods are illustrated
in the following example.

Example 5: Low-pass filter design SVF and GPMF methods are designed
in continuous-time domain with Wn = 1/(0.7T1), where T1 is the smallest time
constant of the process model G(s) = K

(T1s+1)(T2s+1)(T3s+1)(T4s+1) . This design

follows the idea that the bandwidth of the process can be approximately char-
acterised by its fastest pole. System input is square wave with period 50sec.
Parameter values of the process are given in the table.

Table 4: System setting

Continuous Domain T1 T1 T1 T1 K
Value 5 7 13 11 1
Discrete Domain a1 a2 a3 a4 b0
Value -3.7536 5.2826 -3.3035 0.7746 1.1016e-005

Besides SVF and GPMF, a standard discrete Butterworth low-pass filter
with 0.2 relative cut frequency (20% Nyquist frequency) is also implemented
for comparison. The estimation of discrete domain denominator parameter a1
is presented as noise gets larger. Estimation of other parameters has similar
properties.
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Figure 5: Performance comparison of filter design methods (Notice that (b) has
the different scale of the x axis for showing more detail)
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Figure 5 (a) presents the estimation of a1 as noise grows. The scale of
the noise is given by its standard deviation (STD) denoted by σ. Comparing
the deviation from the true value, it is seen that GPMF and SVF gives better
noise resistance than the Butterworth design. 5 (b) refers to the estimation with
the same experiment settings but no filtering. Notice the fast growing of the
deviation when tiny noise is introduced. Another figure is given below to show
the dynamic corresponding to these estimations. The dynamic is given by the
step response.
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(c) σ = 2 × 10−3
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Figure 6: Step response with different noise

Above figure compares the step response of estimated systems on different
level of noise scale. On each level, estimation based on three low-pass filter
designing methods are tested by their step response. It is clear to see from Figure
6 (d), the estimation quality decays much faster when the Butterworth low-pass
filter design is implemented. SVF and GPMF presents good robustness with
respect to measurement noise. We select the GPMF method in our experiments
henceforth.

2.7 Simulation System Design

Implementing the GPMF low-pass filter design in the framework presented in the
combined algorithm. A noise resistant RLS estimation system is accomplished.
Algorithm structure is given as follows.

Algorithm 2: Parameters Tracking

1. Initialization of matrix P , estimation gain vector K, and θ̂
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2. Design the low-pass filter by GPMF method

3. Collect measurements and input data

4. Operate two identical filter over both measurements and input

5. Construct regression vector with filtered data ϕ(k)

6. Update matrix P and estimation gain vector K

K(k) = P (k)ϕ(k) = P (k − 1)ϕ(k)(λI + ϕT (k)P (k − 1)ϕ(k))−1 (46)

P (k) = (I −K(k)ϕT (k))P (k − 1)/λ (47)

7. Rescale P as constant trace

P (k) := c1P (k)/Trace(P (k)) + c2

8. Calculate the residual by comparing the measurement and estimated out-
put.

d(k) = z(k)− ϕT (k)θ̂(k − 1)

9. Modify parameters estimation.

θ̂(k) = θ̂(k − 1) +K(k)d(k))

10. Check the scale of residual d(k). If |d(k)| > threshold, goto 11, else return
to 3

11. Abrupt changing is detected, reset P by

P (k) = P0

12. Return to 3

2.8 Experiments and Results

Performance of this algorithm is tested by following experiments. Use all
settings in Example 1, except modify constant trace parameters c1 = 1 × 1010

and c2 = 1 × 10−4 for faster convergence, since the filtering decreases the con-
vergence speed. Especially for continuous changing tracking, slow convergence
could leads to complete estimation failure.
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Figure 7: Step response of estimated systems with different level of noise

2.8.1 Experiment 1: Estimation Performance

Results of estimation with different measurement noise levels are displayed in
Figure 7. The parameters varying trajectory includes both continuously and
abruptly changing parameters. Comparing with Figure 2, the improvement
of low-pass filter is obvious. Good estimation is given until σ is increased to
1×10−2. Notice that when the noise gets stronger, estimation gradually appears
biased. The reason is that the noise becomes coloured after filtering. Recall (8),

θ̂ = (ΦTΦ)−1ΦTZ (48)

= (ΦTΦ)−1ΦT (Y + e) (49)

It is known that LS estimation with noise-clean data is unbiased. Then we have,

θ̂ = (ΦTΦ)−1ΦT (Y + e)

= θ + (ΦTΦ)−1ΦTe
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The expectation of estimation E[θ̂] is given by

E[θ̂] = θ + E[(ΦTΦ)−1ΦTe]

Since (ΦTΦ)−1 = P is positive definite, and e is independent to the input. The
estimation is unbiased only if E[(ΦTΦ)−1ΦTe] is 0. And this is held only if
e(k) is white. Above calculation also gives the expectation of the bias equals
to E[P ]E[ΦTe]. Discussion of this issue can be seen in many literatures. One
solution is to compensate this bias by estimation of E[(ΦTΦ)−1ΦTe] [11][12].
However, these methods are hard to implement in a true recursive framework.
Another method is discussed in [2]. The main idea is augment the filter model
into the regression and approximate the un-filtered white noise by estimation
residual. This method however means largely increasing of the system order.
Therefore, the recursive bias-compensation is still an open problem that needs
further investigation.

2.8.2 Experiment 2: Dynamic Estimaiton

Here we evaluate the parameters estimation quality by its step response of
the final estimation. Results corresponding to different scale of noise are given.
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Figure 8: Step response of estimated systems with different level of noise

The left figure presents a good estimation of the dynamic. The bias caused
by filtering is an acceptable compromising considering the great improvement
it brings about. As to influence of larger noise in the middle figure, the bias
results in approximately 3% deviation to static gain estimation. The transient
response is still accurate enough. However, estimation in the right figure has
neither correct static gain nor transient dynamic. Noise with σ = 1 × 10−2,
which corresponds to SNR of 100, is beyond the acceptable range of current
algorithm.
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2.8.3 Experiment 3: Tuning Parameter c2

Input with constant bias 1 is given. Set c2 to 1 × 10−3. Effect of on-line
tuning of c2 is illustrated.

(a) No on-line tuning (b) On-line tuning

Figure 9: On-line tuning of c2

Left figure is the estimation result when no on-line tuning of c2 is used. Peaks in
the estimation is due to violating of positive definiteness. The right figure shows
that the problem is effectively fixed by the on-line tuning method in 2.4.3.

2.9 Summary of Recursive Identification

A discrete model based RLS identification system is developed. Based on anal-
ysis and experiments above, the application manifests the following advantages:

1. Computational Simplicity. For SISO systems, the inversion operation is
avoided with the help of matrix inverse lemma.

2. Good time-varying parameters tracking performance

3. Straight forward digital implementation

In the other hand, it also has some critical drawbacks, which are also listed
below:

1. It is impossible to recover the origin continuous system parameters. In
order to do that, all poles of estimated discrete system should be real.
However, even low noise estimation, which successfully captures the dy-
namic, gives complex pole pairs.

2. Dynamics is sensitive to estimated parameters. The reason is that all
poles distribute in a small region close to the unit circle. The problem can
be improved by good choice of sampling time Ts.
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3. Heuristic designing parameters. Many designing parameters are involved
such as P0, c1, c2, λ, Ts,Wn. These parameters are critical to the perfor-
mance. And the stability of algorithms are unfortunately sensitive to these
parameters. Moreover, their is no reliable analytical method to calculate
them. Most of them are obtained by some ad-hoc ways based on obscure
rules. Their influences to the algorithm are conflicts each other. Moreover,
design parameters like c1 and c2 need to be re-tuned when input signal is
changed a little. The tuning process is hard and risky.

4. Numerical vulnerability. As discussed, the algorithm is badly numerically
conditioned. How to implement an effective regularization method is still
a problem.

The Experiment 1 and 2 imply that the SNR can be accepted by current
algorithm should be larger than 1000. And the input should have zero mean.
For applications with stronger disturbance and more practical input signal, al-
gorithm with better robustness and noise resistance is necessary. According to
analysis, these problems are related to some very fundamental aspects, such as
the recursive structure and discrete-time model. In order to further improve the
performance, the idea of batched implementation and continuous-time parame-
ters estimation are investigated in the following section.
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3 Batched Least Squares (LS) System Design —
Continuous-Time Parameters Estimation

Although the discrete-time model identification is convenient for real-time
implementation, continuous-time model is considered to improve the numeri-
cal performance and noise resistance. The LS identification of continuous-time
model follows similar idea as discrete-time case. We start with model param-
eterization. The algorithm of batched continuous-time system identification is
introduced in 3.2. Implementation of the algorithm is then discussed. In 3.4
and 3.5, we design some data processing functions which can improve the ro-
bustness of the system. Then the final design and relevant experiments are
given.

3.1 Parameterization

In the beginning, it is straight forward to parameterize the system in the
similar way as for discrete-time model. Consider the process described by nth

order continuous-time transfer function

G(s) =
K

(T1s+ 1)(T2s+ 1)...(Tns+ 1)

It has the differential equation expression

an
dny(t)

dtn
+ an−1

dn−1y(t)

dtn−1
+ ...+ y(t) = b0u(t) (50)

The regression model is given by

y(t) = −an
dny(t)

dtn
− an−1

dn−1y(t)

dtn−1
− ...− a1

dy(t)

dt
+ b0u(t)

= ϕT (t)θ

where

ϕ(t) =
[
−dny(t)

dtn −dn−1y(t)
dtn−1 · · · −dy(t)dt u(t)

]T
θ =

[
an an−1 · · · a1 b0

]T
Notice that b0 is actually the static gain of the system as K in the transfer
function. Time constants Tn are still mixed in θ by nonlinear relation. Given
the regression model, the LS algorithm can be formulated in the same way as
in the discrete case. However, the difficulty is that the regression vector ϕ(t) is
composed by derivatives of output, and these derivatives cannot be directly mea-
sured. Thus, finding a way to estimate or approximate derivatives from sampled
noisy measurements is the main challenging for continuous-model identification.
More information can be found in Rao’s review [6]
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The most straightforward solution is to approximate derivatives by discretiz-
ing the differential operation. Familiar discretization methods, such as Euler-
backward difference, Euler-forward difference, and bilinear transform, can be
used. Comparison and discussion of these methods in the background of continuous-
time identification can be seen from [8]. As known, the differential equation
would magnify high frequency noise. Its approximation based on difference op-
eration has this problem as well. Thus, besides a good choice of approximation
methods, low-pass filter has to be implemented to attenuate noise. The process
of design and implementation of low-pass filter is the same as the discrete-time
case.

3.2 Integration Method

In order to challenge higher noise level and better numerical robustness, an-
other group of methods, firstly proposed in [9], is considered. Instead of gener-
ating regression vectors from approximation of derivatives, integral operation is
used to cancel all derivative terms. And parameterize the system based on the
integral equation.

The basic idea is to eliminate derivative operation by multiple order integral,
which can be easily and robustly approximated by accumulation of sampled
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data. The nth order integral of equation (50) is given:∫
· · ·
∫ t

t0︸ ︷︷ ︸
n

[an
dny(t)

dtn
+ an−1

dn−1y(t)

dtn−1
+ ...+ y(t)] dt . . .dt︸ ︷︷ ︸

n

=

∫
· · ·
∫ t

t0︸ ︷︷ ︸
n

[b0u(t)] dt . . .dt︸ ︷︷ ︸
n

(51)

an

∫
· · ·
∫ t

t0︸ ︷︷ ︸
n

dny(t)

dtn
dt . . .dt︸ ︷︷ ︸

n

+an−1

∫
· · ·
∫ t

t0︸ ︷︷ ︸
n

dn−1y(t)

dtn−1
dt . . .dt︸ ︷︷ ︸

n

dt+ ...

+

∫
· · ·
∫ t

t0︸ ︷︷ ︸
n

y(t) dt . . .dt︸ ︷︷ ︸
n

dt

= b0

∫
· · ·
∫ t

t0︸ ︷︷ ︸
n

u(t) dt . . .dt︸ ︷︷ ︸
n

dt (52)

any(t) + an−1

∫ t

t0

y(t)dt+ an−2

∫∫ t

t0

y(t)dtdt+ ...

+

∫
· · ·
∫ t

t0︸ ︷︷ ︸
n

y(t) dt . . .dt︸ ︷︷ ︸
n

+C0(n, t)

= b0

∫
· · ·
∫ t

t0︸ ︷︷ ︸
n

u(t) dt . . .dt︸ ︷︷ ︸
n

(53)

where C0(n, t) is the combination of initial value terms, and t0 is the initial time.
C0 is given by the fundamental theorem of calculus. Use n denoting the order
of integral, and m for derivative. For the situation that the order of integral is
no less than the order of derivatives (n < m), we have∫

· · ·
∫ t

0︸ ︷︷ ︸
n

dmy(t)

dtm
dt . . .dt︸ ︷︷ ︸

n

=

∫
· · ·
∫ t

0︸ ︷︷ ︸
n-m

y(t) dt . . .dt︸ ︷︷ ︸
n-m

− 1

(n− 1)!
tn−1

dm−1y

dtm−1
|t=0

− 1

(n− 2)!
tn−2

dm−2y

dtm−2
|t=0 − ...−

1

(n−m)!
tn−my(0) (54)

Notice that the time index is relative. In order to simplify the calculation, it is
always possible to set initial time t0 to be 0, as long as all integrals share the
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same t0. Among all initial value terms, only y(0) is known from measurements.
Separate unknown initial values corresponding to derivative terms, and insert
(54) into (51). C0(n, t) is then given by

C0(n, t) = −
n−1∑
i=1

[
di−1y

dti−1
|t=0

n−1∑
j=i−1

an−j
1

j!
tj ]

= −(an + an−1t+
1

2
an−2t

2 + ...+
1

(n− 1)!
a1t

n−1)y(0)− ψT γ (55)

where

ψ =
[
−1 −t − 1

2 t
2 · · · − 1

(n−1)! t
n−1
]T

Notice that γ is composed by linear combinations of unknown initial derivatives.
Although the relation between elements of γ are dependent, they can not be
parameterized in a linear way. It is convenient to treat them as independent
elements. Then γ is simply denoted by

γ =
[
γ0 γ1 · · · γn−1

]
(56)

Since there is no way to directly measure γ, it is considered as augmented param-

eters and estimated together with θ̂. Define operation Iny(t) =

∫
· · ·
∫ t

t0︸ ︷︷ ︸
n

y(t) dt . . .dt︸ ︷︷ ︸
n

.

Therefore, the augmented parameterization is given by

an[y(t)− y(0)] + an−1[I1y(t)− ty(0)] + an−2[I2y(t)− 1

2
t2y(0)] + ...

+ a1[In−1y(t)− 1

(n− 1)!
t(n− 1)y(0)] + Iny(t)− ψT γ = b0Inu(t) (57)

Thus, we have

Iny(t) =− an[y(t)− y(0)]− ...− a1[In−1y(t)− 1

(n− 1)!
tn−1y(0)]

+ b0u(t) + ψT γ (58)

Then rewrite above expression into the regression model form

Iny(t) = ϕ̄(t)θ̄ (59)
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where

ϕ̄(t) =



−[y(t)− y(0)]
−[I1y(t)− ty(0)]

...
−[In−1y(t)− 1

(n−1)! t
n−1y(0)

ψ0

...
ψn−1


θ̄ =

[
an an−1 · · · a1 γ1 · · · γn−1

]T
where ψi = 1

(i−1)! t
i, i = 0, 1, ..., n− 1.

3.3 Digital Implementation

Integral Iny(t) and Iny(t) is calculated numerically from the sampled data.
Trapezoidal numerical integration is used in this thesis. Trapezoidal rule is given
by ∫ t1

t1−LTs

f(x)dt =
Ts
2

L∑
k=1

(f(xk) + f(xk+1)) (60)

The integral regression model is easily implemented in a batched algorithm.
In order to be implemented in a real-time on-line system. A moving time window
with a certain length is used. Input output data within the window is collected.
Numerical integrations are calculated over collected data and formulated in
regression model as equation (59). The beginning of the time window is denoted
as t0. Assuming the sampling interval is Ts and the window length is LTs, then
L the equation (59) can be operated for at most L times. We have

Φ̄(t0, t0 + LTs) =
[
ϕ̄(t0 + Ts) ϕ̄(t0 + 2Ts) · · · ϕ̄(t0 + LTs)

]
Then the estimation θ̂ is given by the pseudoinverse in standard LS algorithm:

θ̂ = (Φ̄T Φ̄)−1Φ̄TZ

The window keeps shifting forward every step. Then the estimation can be
updated in real time. The advantage of this implementation is that all integral
terms in Φ share the same initial time and initial state.

This batched structure is more computationally complex than the recursive
method. In principal, a (2n+ 1)× (2n+ 1) matrix inversion operation is com-
puted in each estimation iteration, which could be a heavy burden for high order
applications. Another drawback of the batched structure is that it lacks of the
ability to track continuously changing parameters. Moreover, the numerical in-
tegral calculation requires that all information within the data window should be
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consistent. In other words, these data has to come from the same time invariant
process. The reason is that the cancellation of derivatives in equation (51) by
integral has the pre-assumption that the process is time invariant. Otherwise,
the integral of unknown time-varying parameters have to be considered. And
there is no way to parameterize them into the linear regression model any more.
Thus, we can conclude that this type of numerical integral based algorithm is
weak in time varying system identification due to both the batched structure
and numerical integration.

However, this structure is capable to handle the abruptly parameters changing
problem. Instead of making adjustment to previous estimation as in the recur-
sive structure, estimations are calculated independently according to the current
data window. It means a bad estimation has no influence in future estimations.
For abruptly changing problem, valid estimation can be obtained immediately
when inconsistent data sequence move out of the data window. Hence, assume
the data window has length of L steps. When parameters change happens at
time tchange, estimation becomes invalid. L steps later, all data in the data
window becomes consistent again after time tchange +LTs. Assuming the input
is persistent exciting, the valid estimation can be obtained immediately. Com-
pared with the frequency of parameters change, the length of the window is
typically small. Moreover, invalid estimations made in this short time can be
detected and neglected by some sophisticated designs. The system will operate
according to the last valid estimation temporarily during this time. Details will
be discussed later.

Another important implementation issue is the sampling interval Ts. For the
RLS method, we notice that small Ts will make the estimated process dynamic
very sensitive to estimated parameters. One important reason for this is the
discrete-time model. For the continuous parameters estimation, there is not
this problem any more. But the choice of Ts is still critical to the estimation
quality. Ts mainly affects the estimation by its influence in the accuracy of
numerical integration. The basic idea of trapezoidal numerical integration is
approximating the integral operation by computing the region of the trapezoid
under the curve of integrated function. Thus smaller Ts gives more accurate
approximation. And better estimation can be obtained. Notice that it is not to
say Ts should as small as possible. Too small sampling interval is not only com-
putationally expensive but also leads to difficulty to digitally implementation of
the low-pass filter and controller.

3.4 Evaluation

Since this batched system is designed for high measurement noise case, its be-
haviour under relatively high noise level is firstly studied. The concept of esti-
mation evaluation and its necessity is proposed later. In the experiment below,
the estimation is operated several times under the same noise level. The distri-
bution of estimated parameters are displayed in figure.
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Experiment 5: Estimation Evaluation The continuous-time process model
is given in the linear parameterization form

G(s) =
K

a1s4 + a1s3 + a1s2 + a1s+ 1

where a1 = 5005, a2 = 2556, a3 = 466, a4 = 36,K = 1. The process is excited
by unit square wave with period of 500sec. Sampling time Ts is 0.5sec. And zero
mean white noise with STD σ = 0.001 is used. Thus SNR is approximately 1000.
The information window is 500 steps, or 250sec. The estimation is executed for
10 times with zero initial state. The distribution of estimation â1 is shown in
Figure ??.
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Figure 10: Distribution of â1

It is seen that the 4th estimation obviously deviate from the correct value due
to a large sample of measurement noise. This kind of false estimation happens
more frequently when noise is larger.

As discussed, it is desirable to implement short data window in order to have a
fast response to abrupt parameters change. However, when the window length
is shorter than the half period of square wave input, estimation will not be
properly excited. It happens when the data window moves to such a position
that all encompassed input data is constant. See following experiment for detail.

Example 3: Influence of the window length System setting is the same
as the previous experiment. Only a shorter data window with length of 150sec
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is used. It is shorter than the half period of input, which is 250sec. Two
estimations are given. The data window starts from 0sec for the first case.
Thus it includes the rising edge. In the second case, the data starts from the
time 100sec to 250sec. Input keeps constant within this window. The estimated
dynamic is displayed for comparison.
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Figure 11: Excitation problem due to the short data window

The lower figure illustrates the problem that could happen when data within
the window is not exciting. It is clear that the dynamic of estimated system is
totally wrong.

Results of above two experiments reveal the fact that this batched system
structure would generate invalid estimation both because the noise and exci-
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tation. (Recursive algorithm does not have this issue since its estimation is
obtained by gradually modification.) Therefore, it is desirable to develop an
on-line selection function, which can: 1)evaluate the input to decide if there is
enough excitation; and 2)evaluate estimation results to check if it is valid. Only
selected estimation will be restored and prepared for controller design in future.

Information we can use for evaluation is the input signal, measurements of
output, and recorded regressors. Based on this information, the evaluation
function consisting of following three sub-functions are developed.

Excitation Evaluation Firstly, the quality of the input signal is evaluated.
Although the persistent excitation condition is hard to be tested analytically in
an on-line application, we know that if the input is constant, there is definitely
not enough information for a valid estimation. LS estimation should not be
executed with this kind of data. Testing if the signal is constant can be easy,
especially when the input signal is noise-clean as in our cases. Thus, we simply
measure the variance of input in the data window to check if it is ’active’ enough.
The variance of the square wave input is between 0 and the magnitude of the
signal. A threshold is set based on the magnitude. If the variance is below the
threshold, the signal is close to constant. In this situation, LS estimation will
not be executed and θ̂ will keep the old or initial value.

Estimation Evaluation Secondly, estimated parameters are evaluated to
test if the corresponding dynamic is correct.

1. When a new estimation θ̂new is obtained, discretize the estimated sys-
tem (estimation is continuous-time parameters) and set its initial value
according to the recorded regressors at a certain time point k0 in history.

2. Simulate the estimated system over the recorded input from [k0 to k0 +
LTs], where L is a positive integer indicating the length of evaluation. The
resulted output is denoted as ye(k), the evaluation output.

3. Compare the simulation output with measurements z(k) along the same
time sequence. Comparison can be done by calculate their difference by

∆(θ̂new) =
1

L− L′

√√√√ k0+LTs∑
k=k0+L′

[ye(k)− z(k)]2

Notice that the simulation starts from k0 +L′ instead of k0. The positive
integer number L′ is used to handle the initial value problem.

4. if α∆(θ̂new) > ∆(θ̂old), θ̂new is considered to be invalid or at least worse

than the previous one θ̂old. Then this estimation is abandoned and the
old estimation is used. Otherwise, it is a valid or better estimation. Then
update the system with this new estimation. The constant α is a positive
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real number. It is used to control the standard of selection. α ≥ 1 means
the strict selection, and only estimation leading to smaller ∆(θ̂new) is
accepted. α = 0 means all estimations are accepted.

A perfect estimation should lead to ∆(θ̂new) = 0. One issue of this evaluation
system is the initial value. Initial values for each evaluation are obtained from
restored regressors, which are noisy. The influence of the noisy initial value
can be large. But its influence will decay exponentially in a stable system.
Therefore, the calculation in step 3 starts from k0 + L′ instead of k0. L′ is
selected so long that the impact of initial value can be neglected.

The length of simulation is another important issue. It should be long enough
to collect reliable information. However, it has the problem of handling param-
eters changing as well, since the evaluation is based on the simulation of the
time-invariant system. Thus a long simulation length means there would be
longer time during which no reliable evaluation can be made after parameters
change.

Estimation Smoothing Finally, considering the adaptive control that will be
implemented in future, estimation smoothing is also necessary to avoid drastic
variation of control parameters. The smoothing is fulfilled by averaging of latest
estimations. Averaging length has to be short enough to achieve fast response.

3.5 System Design

Based on discussion above, a simulation system of the batched integral LS
parameters estimation is developed. The system is divided into several compo-
nents according to their functions. Introduction and discussion of each function
is given firstly. And then the overall structure will be presented.

Initialization: Define the process and the parameters varying trajectory. Pa-
rameters and buffers are initialized. Low-pass filter is designed. The system
gets prepared for operation.

Process Simulation: The process is simulated. The true system is dis-
cretized by the bilinear transform in order to simulate it on-line. The imple-
mentation is based on the process’s difference equation form. Sampled input
u(k) is fed in and one sample of output y(k) is generated at each step. The pro-
cess parameters are time-varying. System parameters are updated every step
according to the given trajectory.

Measurement: Measurements z(k) are simulated by z(k) = y(k)+σv, where
v is a random number with distribution as the white noise. σ controls the
standard deviation of the noise.
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Filtering The low-pass filter is implemented in the same form as the Process
Simulation. Details of low-pass filter is the same as in 2.6.2. Both u(k) and z(k)
are filtered by two identical filters. Filtered data uf (k) and zf (k) are restored.

LS Formulation: The data window is implemented as a queue. Newly gen-
erated uf (k) and zf (k) are pushed into the window. It is hard to find a good
window length that can satisfy both considerations (noise resistance and fast
response to abrupt parameters changing). Thus, multiple data windows with
different lengths are implemented in parallel. Multiple sets of estimated param-
eters are obtained. When parameters keep constant, the long window estima-
tion should give better estimation. The short window is supposed to give valid
estimation faster after parameters change. Multiple sets of data window are
generated.

Excitation Evaluation For each data window, the variance of the filtered
input is calculated. LS estimation will not be executed if the variance is below
the threshold.

LS Estimation: For each data window accepted by Excitation Evaluation,
accumulative numerical integral are firstly operated. Integral terms are for-
mulated in the regression form. Φ is generated. Then operate LS estimation.
Multiple estimation results are generated for each data window.

Estimation Evaluation: Run the evaluation over multiple new estimation
results and the old estimation. The best one is chosen according to their ∆
value. The choice of evaluation simulation length is also hard to make to find
a good balance between reliability and response speed of time-varying parame-
ters. Hence, the same as for LS estimation, multiple evaluation lengths are also
implemented in parallel.

Estimation Smoothing: Selected estimated parameters are smoothed by
moving average.

Data Recording and Formulation: The input signal, output measure-
ments, regressors, and the estimated parameters are restored and formulated
to prepare for the next iteration.

Loop Control: Control the flow of the program.

The flow chart of the system is given in Figure 12.
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Figure 12: The flow chart of the simulation system
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3.6 Experiments and Results

The system performance is tested with different noise levels. As a comparison
with RLS implementation, the input with constant bias is tested to show the
robustness of the integral batched algorithm. The effect of estimation evaluation
can be also seen here. The relation between noise resistance and the data
window length is presented. Abruptly parameters changing problem is then
tested. The performance of the multiple window implementation and single
window implementation is compared in another test. At last, although we have
concluded that this batched integral LS structure is not suitable for continuously
changing parameters estimation, a test with this setting is still presented to show
the behaviour of the system in this situation.

3.6.1 Experiment 4: Performance of the estimation

The process parameters switch from modelG1 toG2 at a certain time. Process
models are defined by transfer functions:

G1(s) =
1

(5s+ 1)(7s+ 1)(11s+ 1)(13s+ 1)
(61)

G2(s) =
1

(3.5s+ 1)(4.9s+ 1)(7.7s+ 1)(9.7s+ 1)
(62)

The polynomial transfer function has the form as K
a4s4+a3s3+a2s2+a1s+1 Input

Table 5: Parameters setting of the sampled system

a1 a2 a3 a4 K
G1 5005 2556 466 36 1
G2 1202 876.7 228.3 25.2 1.2

signal is square wave with period of 1000. Two data windows are implemented
with lengths of 200sec and 700sec respectively. The estimation with different
noise levels are given in figures below.

It is seen in the right figure that the system is able to handle the SNR up
to 100. It means the system is able to work with 10 times larger measurement
noise than the RLS implementation. The abruptly parameters changing hap-
pens at 3400 sec, after its happening, the estimation becomes invalid for a short
time. The valid estimation recovers around 3800 sec. Detail analysis about the
recovery time and choice of window length can be seen later. The fluctuation
in the beginning of the right figure is a good illustration of the estimation eval-
uation function. When the algorithm starts, the estimation evaluation function
does not have many choices. Thus even if the estimation is not good, it is still
restored. However, when a good estimation is found, the evaluation function
will make sure only estimations close to all better than previous results can be
selected henceforth.
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(b) σ = 1 × 10−3
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(c) σ = 1 × 10−2

Figure 13: System performance comparison with respect to different noise levels

Recall that the influence of biased input to RLS system. Now the square wave
input with bias of 10 is tested. σ = 0.001 and all other settings keep the same.
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Figure 14: Estimation with biased input

Compared with the middle figure of Figure13, the biased input does not lead
to any obvious negative effect. The numerical robustness is improved by this
integral and batched system.
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3.6.2 Experiment 5: Noise and Data window length

In order to compare the noise resistance using different window lengths, the sys-
tem is set to be time invariant. Process has the model G1. Large noise σ = 0.01
is used. The length of the long window is two times of the shorter one.
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Figure 15: System performance with respect to different data window lengths

It is clear to see that the small data window estimation has stronger fluctua-
tion. The selection of the long window length is based on the response time of
the process and the type of the input. For inputs similar to square waves or
steps, the long data window is better to encompass a whole step response of the
process.

3.6.3 Experiment 6: Abruptly parameters changing and Data win-
dow length

In addition, the advantage of the multiple data window implementation in
abruptly changing parameters tracking is tested by following experiment. Com-
parison is made between the multiple windows case and the one window case.
Noise is smaller than the previous test to see the effect more clearly. We now
set σ = 0.001.
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Figure 16: Response to abruptly parameters changing

The right figure is the performance when only long window being used. After
parameters changing at 3400sec, it takes approximately 800sec to obtain the new
valid estimation. In multiple window lengths case as the left figure, the time
is around 400sec. In the multiple windows implementation, the long window
estimation is selected in most cases for its accuracy and robustness. After
parameters changing, estimations from both two window lengths are incorrect
and abandoned by the evaluation function. The situation will last for a certain
time. This time is decided by the window length and the excitation condition of
the input. The short window estimation escape from the influence of parameters
changing faster.

3.6.4 Experiment 7: Continuously changing parameters tracking

The performance of continuously time-varying parameters estimation is also
given. In the test, the process parameters change from G1 to G2 along a straight
line. σ = 0.001. See the performance in Figure 17. The left figure uses the
regular system setting as previous experiments. In the right figure, the input
signal period is decreased to 150sec. And the parameters changing duration
is largely increased to 8000sec. In principle, the estimation does not works in
this situation. Thus parameters’ changing trajectory is not tracked in both
cases. But the estimation does not go to a unreasonable value. The right figure
presents the situation of very slowly parameters changing. It is interesting to
see that the estimation can reflect the changing to some extent.
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1000sec
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(b) Input period: 150sec, Changing duration:
8000sec

Figure 17: Continuously changing parameters estimation

3.7 Summary of Batched Identification System

The batched continuous-time model integral LS estimation system is devel-
oped. The algorithm is implemented in a batched structure to improve the
numerical stability and noise resistance. The advantages is summarized as fol-
lowing:

1. The dynamic of the continuous-time model is more robust with respect to
deviation of estimated parameters.

2. Integral operation is noise resistant. Since the measurement noise has
zero mean. The numerical integral has the effect like a low-pass filter or
averaging that is helpful to attenuate noise.

3. As the result of previous two points, the batched algorithm is more resis-
tant to measurement noise (The goal of SNR 100 is achieved).

4. The structure is numerically robust. The RLS system performance is
sensitive to design parameters. Small change of the system setting (like
the constant bias in the input) needs huge effort to re-tune all parameters.
For the batched algorithm, the most critical design parameter is the data
window length which has clear indication (input period and process speed)
for tuning.

5. Estimation evaluation and selection can be easily integrated in this struc-
ture. Estimation in each iteration is independent. Thus it is easy to
analyse and process results.

Disadvantages are also given:

1. The batched structure is computationally expensive. The pseudo inverse
operation can be time consuming in high order cases. The numerical
integral makes the computing more time consuming.
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2. The accurate estimation needs small sampling interval, which is critical to
the accuracy of the numerical integration. This may increase the burden
of signal processing and computation.

3. Parameters variation in time constants (T1, ..., T2) is magnified by param-
eterization when the model is transformed into the differential equation
form. For example, the estimated parameter a1 and time constants pa-
rameter in the process model as following relation:

a4 = T1T2T3T4

Thus 30% variation in time constants means 80% variation in a4. This
kind of large varying is not desirable.

4. The system does not have the ability to track continuously changing pa-
rameters.
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4 Design and Implementation of Adaptive Con-
troller

In this section, the adaptive controller is integrated into the identification sys-
tem. By being adaptive, it means the controller is repeatedly re-designed on-line
based on estimated parameters. And the controller can be optimized automat-
ically to control a time-varying or unknown process. Firstly, the adaptive LQG
control design is introduced. In 4.2, the thesis investigates some implementation
issues such as system structure, initial value, and design parameters tuning. The
adaptive controller is then integrated into both RLS and Batched identification
systems. A series of experiments are done to test the performance of these two
adaptive control systems.

4.1 LQG Design

The Linear Quadratic Gaussian control (LQG) [13] is a well-developed optimal
control method. The basic theory of LQG control is firstly given.

As an optimal control method, the LQG controller minimizes the criterion:

V = ‖e‖2Q1
+ ‖u‖2Q2

=
∑

[eT (t)Q1e(k) + uT (k)Q2u(k)]

The criteria is the trade-off between the error (difference between the output
and the reference) e and the control signal u. Q1 and Q2 are positive definite
weights that decide the value of the trade-off.

The LQG control is a state feedback u = −Lx̂, where x̂ is the estimation of
the process states. Thus the design is based on the state space model. Convert
the transfer function model G(z) of the process into:

ẋ = Ax+Bu+Nw

z = Cx+ v

where z is the measurement. w and v are process and measurement noise. w
and v are independent and described by there covariance matrix Rw and Rv.
Since the state x is not directly accessible. The estimation x̂(k) is given by the
Kalman filter.

˙̂x(k) = Ax̂(k) +Bu(k) +K(z(k)− Cx̂(k))

where K is kalman gain. K is given by

AP + PAT +NR1N
T − PCTR−12 (PCT )T = 0

K = PCTR−12 (63)
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As to a servo problem, it is required that the output y(t) should follow a reference
signal r(t). Then e = y − r. Rewrite the criterion in SISO case.

V = ‖z − r‖2Q1
+ ‖u− u∗‖2Q2

=
∑

[Q1(z(k)− r(k))2 +Q2(u(k)− u∗(k))2]

where u∗ is a well-defined control sequence. In servo application, u∗ can be
simply set as the reference r/Ke, where Ke is the current estimated static gain
of the process. The optimal controller is given by:

u(k) = −Lx̂(k) + Lrr(k) (64)

while L is given by
L = (BTSB +Q2)−1BTSA (65)

where S is a positive semidefinite and symmetric matrix given by the solution
of the Riccati equation

S = ATSA+ CTQ1C −ATSB(BTSB +Q2)−1BTSA

The other feedback Lr is:

Lr = pinv(C(BL−A)−1B)

where pinv(·) denotes the pseudoinverse operation, which is defined as

pinv(X) = (XTX)−1XT

if (XTX)−1 exists. The proof can be found in [13].

4.2 Implementation Issues

Several implementation issues of the adaptive LQG controller are discussed
next.

4.2.1 Implementation Structure

LQG control is given by equation (63), (64), and (65). In order to be imple-
mented as a real-time application, the controller is designed in discrete domain.
Thus the estimated process parameters are firstly formulated into a discrete-
time model Gd,ss, which is defined as

x(k + 1) = Âx(k) + B̂u(k)

y(k) = Ĉx(k) + D̂u(k)

Then the LQG controller is calculated according to the model Gd,ss and equa-
tions (64), (65). The process simulation and system identification functions are
all implemented in difference equation form. To keep the system having unified
implementation structure, further effort is made to convert the state feedback
controller into its difference equation form. The conversion is accomplished by
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Figure 18: The Adaptive Control System

Matlab function tf (·). The structure of the closed loop adaptive control system
is given as the figure below.
As shown in the figure, the controller is re-designed on-line following the LQG
rule and according to the estimated parameters. The adaptively designed con-
troller is given as a set of controller parameters, which are formulated in the
difference equation form. Then old controller parameters are updated. Ac-
cording to the figure, the controller is implemented in a MISO structure with
reference signal and filtered measurement output as inputs.

4.2.2 Rw and Rv

Rw and Rv are autocovariance matrices of the process disturbance and mea-
surement noise. They are design parameters of the in-build Kalman filter. By
manipulating them, the sensitivity of the controller to measurement noise and
process disturbance can be controlled. Proper tuning of these two matrix is
critical to the controller performance.

It is convenient to understand Rw and Rv as weights of sensitivities to two
noise model. Notice that it is impossible to make both sensitivities small. Good
trade-off should be found. In the thesis, Rw and Rv are chosen as scaled identity
matrices to simplify the tuning. Then effect of weighting is mainly decided by
the relative ratio of their scales.

Rw is the weight to the process disturbance. Although, there is no process
disturbance directly modelled in our system, Rw can be used to handle the time
varying controller parameters caused by adaptive re-design. At each re-design
iteration, the controller parameters are updated. Consider this as implementing
a new controller after re-design. The same as implementing a filter, initial value
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needs to be set for the newly implemented controller. Considering a state-space
model, the controller is updated at step k. Then calculate ẋ(t) or x(k + 1)
from the initial states and new controller dynamic. Since the true process is
a continuous system, ẋ(t) or x(k + 1) is supposed to be close to ẋ(t − Ts) or
x(k). This initial state can be calculated by an estimator. But in practice, it
is easier to use the current state x(k) of the old controller as the initial value.
In the situations that the controller dynamic is largely changed or the state is
contaminated by strong noise, this choice of initial value will result in intensive
impact. It usually presents itself as huge peaks in control signal. Although, the
impact will exponentially decay, its influence to performance could be serious.
Now we consider this bad initial value as a process disturbance. Then its impact
can be controlled by giving larger weight to Rw.

However, larger weight to process disturbance means that more considera-
tion is given to the process disturbance. Consequently, the controller will be
strongly sensitive to the measurement noise. Therefore, an extra low-pass fil-
ter Fc(z) is implemented to deal with this undesirable sensitivity. Instead of
being directly used as feedback, noisy measurements are firstly filtered before
being sent into controller. Since Fc(z) is not considered in control design, its
bandwidth should be large enough to encompass the process dynamic. Other-
wise it may appear as an unexpected and unidentified delay in the closed-loop
dynamic. Therefore, compared with Fe(z) used for estimation, Fc(z) should
have relatively larger bandwidth to avoid compromising control performance.
The same GPMF structure as Fe is used for Fc. Its bandwidth is decided by
experiments.

4.3 Closed-Loop Adaptive Control System

The adaptive control is then integrated into both the RLS and Batched integral
LS estimation system designed in section 2.7 and 3.5. The complete closed-
loop adaptive control simulation system is implemented in Matlab. Both two
applications are illustrated in Figure 19.
The input signal in identification systems are served as reference signal now.
Notice that the estimation smoothing function is only used for the batched
algorithm, since the estimation is gradually modified in RLS algorithm. The
frequent controller re-design could be a heavy computational burden. In order
to improve the simulation speed, it is not necessary to execute LQG design
in every iteration. A small time interval can be set, and the LQG design is
computed once in every time interval.

4.4 Experiments and Results

Experiments of above two systems are presented in this section. Some con-
troller implementation issues discussed above are illustrated based on the batched
integral system. Performance of two systems are compared at last.
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(a) Batched Integral LS Adaptive
Control Simulation System

(b) RLS Adaptive Control Simu-
lation System

Figure 19: Cloosed-Loop Adaptive Control Simulation Systems

4.4.1 Batched Integral LS Adaptive Control

Performance with different noise levels are firstly tested. Same settings, such
as including process model, reference signal, sampling interval and parameters
varying trajectory, are used as Experiment 4
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Experiment 8: Control performance of the batched integral system
Different scales of noise, σ = 1× 10−6, σ = 1× 10−3, σ = 1× 10−2, are tested.
See results in Figure 20.
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(d) σ = 1 × 10−6
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(e) σ = 1 × 10−3
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(f) σ = 1 × 10−2

Figure 20: Batched integral LS adaptive Control Simulation Systems

Each column of figures corresponds to simulation results on a certain noise level.
Parameters estimation is given in the first row, and control performance is in
the second row. The true value of parameters are given in dot lines with cor-
responding colors. The green dash lines in lower row illustrate the open loop
simulation, in which the reference is directly fed into the process and no con-
troller is used. Comparing with Experiment 8, the parameters estimation is no
worse than the open-loop case. Control performance within some representative
time segments are selected and magnified in Figure 21.

The left figure corresponds to the control performance when the process model
is G1. The controlled output is marked as the blue line. Simulation of un-
controlled open-loop system (reference is directly used) is shown as the green
dash line. Define the rise time as the time when the output comes to 90% of the
unit step. Then the rise time of the controlled process is 30% faster than the
uncontrolled one. The overshoot is around 12%. The right figure corresponds
to the performance after the process model switching to G2. The controlled rise
time is 15% faster. The improvement is not as significant as for G1, since G2 has
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(b) 3400s to 4800s
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Figure 21: Details about control performance with σ = 1× 10−2

smaller time constants. The middle figure illustrates the behaviour during the
parameters changing. The system switches from G1 to G2 at 3400s. According
to the Figure 21 (c), the changing is already correctly identified. Fluctuations
in (b) at 3700s is due to the controller re-design as discussed in 4.3.2. Properly
tuned Rw and Rv effectively controls the sensitivity to process disturbance in
this case.

Experiment 9: Tuning of Kalman filter parameters Following experi-
ment will further illustrate the discussion in Section 4.3.2. Experiment settings
keep the same as the Experiment 8. The noise is set as σ = 1× 10−3.
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Figure 22: Details about control performance with σ = 1× 10−2

As the ratio Rw/Rv becomes smaller, lower weight is given to process distur-
bance sensitivity, and more is given to measurement noise disturbance. Thus,
the variance of the control signal shrinks, but the fluctuation (around 3700s)
caused by parameters changing grows.

The advantage of adaptive controller is illustrated in the following experiment.
The control performance is compared with a fixed control system. The fixed
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LQG controller is designed off-line based on the process model G2. The same
design parameters are used. In theory, the adaptive control system should lead
to better performance before process parameters changing to G2, since the fixed
controller is based on an inaccurate model during this time.

Experiment 10: Comparison with fixed controller Keep system settings
the same as Experiment 8. Choose σ = 1× 10−3.
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Figure 23: Control performance comparison, σ = 1× 10−3

Control performance between 2300s to 2800s (before the parameters changing)
is given. It is clear to see that the fixed control performance in the right figure
has larger overshoot and longer settling time.

4.4.2 RLS adaptive control simulation system

Control performance of the RLS adaptive control system is tested. Issues inde-
pendent on system identification, as controller tuning and comparison with fixed
control, are not discussed here. In order to maintain robustness, convergence
speed of RLS system identification is decreased than the open-loop case as in
2.6. Compared with the batched system experiments, longer simulation time is
used.

Experiment 11:Abrupt parameters changing case The abrupt parame-
ters changing case is firstly tested. The process model switches from G1(s) to
G2(s). Sampling time Ts is increased to 0.5 to improve the robustness. Longer
simulation time is used. Performance with different noise levels is presented
below.
Estimation of parameters a1 is given in the top row. Control performance is
given between 6000s to 16000s which includes the parameters changing. Similar
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(d) σ = 1 × 10−6
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(e) σ = 1 × 10−5
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(f) σ = 1 × 10−4

Figure 24: RLS adaptive Control Simulation Systems, abruptly changing pa-
rameters

control performance is observed as in Experiment 8. Performance of parameters
estimation is similar to Experiment 4 when σ is smaller than 1×10−4. However,
compared with the input signal used in Experiment 8, the period of square wave
used here is much longer. It means there would be longer time during which
both input and output keep constant. We have concluded that the system is not
properly excited with constant input, and the estimation is vulnerable to noise
in this situation. Thus, with this long period input, the largest accepted SNR is
1×104. Larger noise can stilled be handled by further reducing the convergence
speed. But the convergence will be too slow for most practical applications.

Experiment 12: Continuous parameters changing case One advantage
of RLS method is that it is able to track continuously changing parameters.
Keep settings in Experiment 11, except the parameters changing trajectory be-
comes continuous.
Control performance are given between 25000s to 35000s during which the con-
tinuously changing finishes. Comparing with the uncontrolled simulation in
green dash line, the control performance implies that the controller is effec-
tively designed during parameters changing. The estimation also presents good
tracking with different noise levels.
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(d) σ = 1 × 10−6
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(e) σ = 1 × 10−5
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Figure 25: RLS adaptive Control Simulation Systems, continuously changing
parameters

4.5 Summary of closed-loop simulation systems

The adaptive LQG controller is successfully integrated into both RLS and
Batched integral LS estimation systems. Closed-loop simulation systems for
both cases are developed. Performance in different aspects are tested by exper-
iments. The properties can be summarized as follows.

The RLS adaptive control simulation system

1. The adaptive controller can be easily integrated into the RLS structure
without much extra effort.

2. It is able to track continuously changing parameters. And controller can
be properly designed during the changing

3. It hardly has the process disturbance issue as in batched system (Section
4.2.2) since parameters are gradually modified.

4. It is vulnerable to measurement noise due to its bad numerical properties
as discussed in Experiment 3 and 4.

5. Robustness is always its critical problem. Further effort needs to make to
solve the vulnerability resulting from the constant input.

6. It has many heuristic design parameters.
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The batched integral LS simulation system

1. It inherits most advantages from the corresponding open loop system iden-
tification system, like excellent noise resistance and numerical robustness.

2. The goal of SNR 100 is achieved.

3. Its non-consecutive parameters updating leads to significant process dis-
turbance.

4. It is not applicable to the continuously changing parameters problem.
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5 Conclusion and Future Work

This thesis investigates the LS-estimation-based adaptive control system.
Open-loop system identification is firstly studied. The thesis implements the
LS algorithms in both two structures, recursive and batched LS. As to the RLS
structure, an open-loop identification simulation system is developed in Matlab.
With related experiments, discussion focuses on several critical issues as noise
resistance, numerical performance, robustness, and excitation. Low-pass filter
design is another important issue studied here. By experiments and comparison,
the GPMF filter design method is finally selected.

Due to the noise sensitivity and numerical robustness problems of RLS struc-
ture, batched implementation is proposed. Instead of the discrete-time model
estimation in RLS, numerical integral based continuous-time parameters esti-
mation are implemented in this structure, due to its robustness and excellent
noise attenuation effect of numerical integral. A series of data pre-processing,
evaluation, and smoothing methods are also implemented to further improve the
performance. Comparison between RLS and batched integral system identifica-
tion suggests that the batched method is the better choice when measurements
has small SNR. But the RLS method should be used for process with continu-
ously changing parameters, although it is vulnerable to measurement noise.

At last, the LQG adaptive controller design is integrated into both structures.
With discussion about some implementation issues, the closed-loop adaptive
control simulation systems for both RLS and batched identification structure
are developed. A number of experiment results are provided to manifest the
performance. Systems are designed to simulate various operating scenarios.
And it can be used as testing platform to make further investigation in future.

There are several directions for future investigation.

1. Improve the numerical stability of the RLS estimation. Currently, the con-
stant trace method is used to cure the vulnerability caused by forgetting
factor. Much heuristic information has to be introduced into the design
and tuning process to achieve robustness. More sophisticated methods
like directional forgetting and adaptive constant trace can be used. See
[1][16] for example.

2. The batched integral LS estimation algorithm lacks ability to track con-
tinuously changing parameters. It is desirable to have a continuous-time
parameters estimation algorithm which can overcome this drawback.

3. The estimated parameters are combinations of time constants given in the
process model. And it is not always possible to recover those time con-
stants. Even though the estimated dynamic is accurate, poles of estimated
system could be complex. Possible solution is to introduce non-linear con-
straints into the LS problem.
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4. Robustness of controller implementation is still suboptimal due the process
disturbance problem caused by re-design. It is desirable to integrate an
estimator to estimate the initial value of a re-designed controller.

5. Robustness of system identification to process model structure still needs
further improvement. If the true system contains higher order dynamic
than the given grey-box model, the identification may goes wrong. How-
ever, if the true dynamic is lower order, it is usually acceptable.

6. Implement an effective and robust bias-compensating method, especially
in recursive form.
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